Washington University Law

A Washington University Law education introduces students to all facets of the law while also empowering them to personalize their curriculum and further investigate their areas of interest. Our program is designed to educate well-rounded, thoughtful attorneys. Students will be well prepared to make a difference for their clients, with a solid foundation in the history of the law and the skills needed to respond to new challenges.

In addition to offering a curriculum that leads to the JD degree (https://law.wustl.edu/academics/jd-requirements/), the School of Law offers multiple joint-degree programs (https://law.wustl.edu/academics/jd-degree-program-overview/) with other graduate schools on campus as well as a variety of advanced post-JD degree programs (https://law.wustl.edu/academics/llm-mis-jsd-programs-overview/). We also offer graduate law programs online (https://onlinelaw.wustl.edu/).

**Contact Information**

Washington University School of Law
Anheuser-Busch Hall
One Brookings Drive
St. Louis, MO 63130

Phone: 314-935-6400
Website: http://law.wustl.edu

**Courses**

**Residential Courses**

Visit the online course listings to view semester offerings for all School of Law (https://courses.wustl.edu/Semester/Listing.aspx) semester courses.

**Online Courses**

Visit the online course listings to view offerings for W80 OLAW (https://courses.wustl.edu/Semester/Listing.aspx).